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On the influence of ice shelf edge position on
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Introduction
The recent calving event in the southern Weddell Sea caused a significant southward retrea
Ronne Ice Shelf edge (Oerter, this volume). Considered as a dynamical barrier for water m
exchange between the continental shelf and the ice shelf cavity (Grosfeld et al., 1997; Mak
and Nicholls, 1999) it was speculated during the FRISP Workshop held in Münster (July, 20
whether this retreat might have an impact on shelf water circulation, cross-frontal exchange
related ocean-ice shelf interaction.

Model Description
Focused on this question, we applied a terrain following (sigma coordinate) primitive equat
model (SPEM; Haidvogel et al., 1991) to a rectangular box (640 km x 960 km) with 2/3 of t
model domain occupied by the ice shelf cavity and 1/3 by the continental shelf in the “merid
onal” (y) direction. Model resolutions are 10 km in both horizontal directions and 12 layers in
vertical. For two simulations, bottom topography measured along two lines crossing the we
and eastern Ronne Ice Shelf from the grounding line to the edge, c-c’ and d-d’, respectivel
Vaughan et al. (1994), were prescribed in the y-direction with no “zonal”(x) gradients (see s
matics at the top of Figures 1 and 2). For an additional simulation, we introduced two depres
with different slopes along the western and eastern side of the model domain (Figure 3) ap
mating  Ronne Basin and Filchner Trough (Schenke et al., 1998). Bottom depth always ran
from 1500 m at the southern boundary (grounding line) to 400 m at the northern boundary, th
ter increasing to greater depth at the main axis of the troughs. The ice shelf thickness distrib
only varied in the y-direction decreasing exponentially from 1300 m to 200 m (see figures s
ing meridional sections). The latter value increased/decreased as the position of the ice she
moved southward/northward by 50 km (= 5 grid points). No surface forcing was applied on 
continental shelf while in the cavity flux forcing resulted from the processes acting at the oc
ice interface as described by Hellmer et al. [1998]. The model was initialized with constant fi
for potential temperature,  = -1.86 C, and salinity, S = 34.5. Model results are shown afte
years of integration.

Results

The following Figures (1-3) are devided with regard  to a northern (upper row), standard (ce
row), and southern (lower row) position of the ice shelf edge related to the transition from a fl
an inclined ocean floor.
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The transport streamfunction distributions for the cavities without troughs (Figure 1) show t
only for the southern position shelf water masses participate in the circulation with a signifi
cross-frontal exchange. In addition, for a constant bottom slope (Figure 1, right column) the
sity of the clockwise circulation in the cavity increases as the ice shelf edge retreats with on
minor changes for the irregular slope. Here, the existence of three smaller circulation cells 
ciding with the three steps in bottom topography (Figure 1, left column), the reduced inter-
exchange, and the eastward intensification within the central cell document the strong impa
changes in water column thickness on the ambient vorticity field and related subice circula

For both cavity configurations, the basal mass flux (Figure 2a) shows the general pattern o
enhanced melting in the deep southeastern corner of the model domain and freezing along
western boundary related to the ascending meltwater plume. With retreating ice shelf edge
central region of low ice accumulation shrinks, and melting especially in a narrow band clos
the edge increases due to warmer shelf water crossing and flowing parallel to the ice barrier
general increase in melting is also documented by the annual mean freezing rates (upper l
inserts) which almost double as the ice edge moves southward by 100 km. The greater incre
the edge moves from the standard to the southern position for the constant slope configura
compared to the case of irregular bottom slope is caused by the weakening of the northern
cell.  Representative for both configurations, the meridional section at x = 50 km for an irre
bottom slope (Figure 2b) shows a salinity increase of  the ascending meltwater plume due 
rejection during ice crystal formation along the western boundary. This plume has a slightly w
influence on shelf water salinities for a southerly edge position .

The major difference between the previous results and the results of the double-trough simu
(Figure 3) is the increase in cross-frontal exchange by almost an order of magnitude at the w
side of the model domain. Although we used a scale different from Figure 1, the meridiona
of the ice edge influences more the transports on the continental shelf than into and within th
shelf cavity (Figure 3a). The combination of topography and simple (= initialisation with cons
temperature and salinity fields, no surface fluxes in the open ocean) thermohaline forcing p
duces cyclonic trough circulations which have been inferred from hydrographic measuremen
the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf  by Carmack and Foster (1977). A dominant su
circulation in the eastern trough does not exist allowing preconditioned water masses to pa
pate in the western circulation.

Freezing rates also increased for the double-trough simulation (Figure 3b), but less than the
ports, showing again a dependency on ice shelf edge position. The general horizontal patte
the same with strong melting in the southeastern corner and high ice crystal accumulation 
the western boundary of the model domain. The broad central regime of low accumulation 
ure 2a) reduced to a confined area above the western flank of the eastern trough comparabl
model results for the Filchner Ice Shelf (Grosfeld et al., 1998).

The salinity distribution along the western boundary (x = 50 km) shows that ,compared to t
non-trough simulation (Figure 2b), a strong trough circulation transports the meltwater plum
northward at intermediate depth influencing the whole continental shelf water mass (Figure
The obvious instability, saltier shelf water above fresher meltwater, for most of the continen
shelf is temperature compensated due to the plume below the surface freezing point (not s
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Conclusions

Our results show that the position of the ice shelf edge has an impact on the whole shelf ci
tion including the subice cavity.  A southerly position increases the transports across the ic
rier influencing basal melting and the characteristics of the meltwater plume. However, it is
the position which controls the cross-frontal exchange but, as one might expect, the chang
water column thickness at the edge. Since the relative position of the ice barrier to the slop
bottom topography is important, only a detailed survey of the newly exposed sea floor coul
answer the question whether the retreat of the Ronne Ice Shelf edge increased the transpo
the subice cavity and enhanced basal mass fluxes.

Although the percentage increase in basal melting as the ice edge moves south is higher  
simulations without zonal gradients in bottom topography, the double-trough model runs con
that it is the exchange via the troughs which controls subice circulation and ocean/ice shelf
action (Grosfeld et al., 1997) . For the latter configuration, circulation and freezing patterns s
icantly differ from the observations and other model results. However, this would change fo
more accurate cavity configuration with realistic temperature and salinity fields, prescribed o
culated for the continental shelf domain using a coupled sea-ice ocean model (e.g., Timme
et al., 2000).
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